
“The mythical freshwater river Alpha, which coursed through the saltwater sea and 
emerged wholly untainted on the other shore. The sea represents the realm of science 
(technology), letters, and language. In contrast, the tenacious undercurrent…represents 
Caillois’s latent lyricism” (Caillois, 2003). 

An Estuary is a fluid environment within which many diverse forces exist freely and in 
union, and as such is a space mutually filled with saltwater and freshwater. Subdermal 
Currents has responded to the National Maritime Museum’s brief on river ecology with an 
artistic representation of the collision, eruption and convergence of two forces, employing 
animation alongside a variety of mediums to deliver a highly engaging sensory experience 
for a wide audience to enjoy. The museum attracts a variety of visitors and thus we have 
designed to be inclusive and enjoyable for all nationalities and age groups. With an artistic 
focus, this work provides respite from educational content at the centre of the exhibition 
and individuals leave feeling replenished. 

Subdermal Currents has great respect for the important role the National Maritime 
Museum plays as a treasure chest of oceanic stories and history. Thus, we have explored 
the idea of antiquity in our work, framed by an examination of the opposing views of 
Homer and Plato. The characters in Homer’s poetry are emotional and prone to intense 
mood shifts, yet Plato’s dialectic text argues that they are child-like in letting emotion 
govern logic. Utilising motion capture data of Dean Walsh’s choreography on aquatic 
modalities, we have identified emotion with the flowing delicacy of the siphonophores and 
rationale with the rigid, structured movements of the arthropods. This association is 
complemented by Caillois’s (2003) allegory which likens freshwater to “lyricism” and 
saltwater to “science”. Furthermore, research into schismogenesis, the harmony or division 
between two opposing forces (Bateson, 1972), has led us to also consider the conflict 
between ‘territory’ and ‘intruder’ and what happens when one of these states is 
predominant and when they are balanced. 

The aim of this work is to provide a mediative experience by separating the individual and 
provoking an internal reflection, ultimately finding balance between the emotional and 
rational mind. A key visual device used throughout this cinematic piece is colour, with black 
and white clearly symbolising two contrasting elements and transporting the individual to 
an illusory setting. The liquid imagery pays homage to aquatic environments and was 
captured through experimentation with oil and water. These elements exist adjacently, 
much like how emotion and logic are always in play in our responses and may undergo 
heightened periods, captured through the initial eruption of particles. The panoramic 
images begin divided to engage individuals with an independent frame, before unfurling 
around the space to enclose them in a visual unrest. As the dynamic forms retract, the 
liquid finds stillness to symbolise that balance has been restored, arousing a sense of 
rejuvenation within viewers. Finally, these visuals are emphasised through an ethereal 
soundscape that is highly reactive, overall creating an incredibly contemplative and 
enlightening experience. 


